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Jim DeRogatis loves Brian Eno but not those who may aspire to be him.

I learned one thing this March. Making judgments with your heart can get you 

into trouble. 

See, I’m a Syracuse University alumni and former men’s basketball season ticket 

holder. I watched this year’s squad have their share of ups and downs during the season 

leaving me with mild at best expectations for what they could do in the postseason. Then 

the Big East Tournament happened. SU had a magical run to the tournament finals 

including a six overtime victory over a highly ranked University of Connecticut team. 

Right then I should’ve known my brackets were doomed. 

I easily talked myself into betting Syracuse would make a surprise Final Four run. 

You could imagine then that it wasn’t easy watching my beloved alma mater (not to 

mention my other Final Four teams - thank you Louisville, Memphis and Pitt) slowly fail 

to live up to my expectations. I was a Nostradamus based on emotion rather than logic 

and that’s the primary reason why I’m currently in last place out of 496 in the office pool

headed into tonight’s national championship. Consider it a lesson learned. Going with 

your heart over your head only cost me a $10 entrance fee. In most situations that

approach won’t have an impact much beyond that. Unless you judge things for a living 

that is.

Case in point: acclaimed pop music critic Jim DeRogatis and his obsession for all 

things Brian Eno. DeRogatis doesn’t just appreciate the legendary musician like most 

other critics; rather he is an Eno fanatic. He never blinks at the opportunity to discuss or 
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praise the rocker and frequently finds a way to work him into his work. Any critic will 

naturally prefer certain acts over others, but DeRogatis champions Eno to the point that it 

may prevent him from ever championing similar acts and I’m not sure he realizes it.

First, let’s establish we’re not talking about another local columnist simply talking 

highly of their hometown pseudo-celebrities here. These are very influential people 

within their professions. DeRogatis might not be a household name to all rock fans, but 

he’s very credible within the music journalism industry. He’s been a staple as the pop 

music editor at the Chicago Sun-Times since 1991 and he’s written for a variety of other 

music publications including Rolling Stone, Spin and Modern Drummer. In addition to 

his periodical writing, he co-hosts the popular “Sound Opinions” on NPR and he’s 

written books on a variety of subjects including Lester Bangs, ‘90s alternative rock and 

The Flaming Lips (DeRogatis, 1). Despite all of that experience though, I’d wager more 

people may recognize DeRogatis as the critic who was forced to testify in the R. Kelly 

child pornography case last year (Herman & Janssen). 

Brian Eno, on the other hand, is a giant name within the rock community. His 

Wikipedia page even goes as far as identifying him as “the father of ambient music.” He 

is critically acclaimed as both a producer and recording artist. To get an idea of how he is 

revered, just take note of some of the artists he’s worked with. Eno’s most recently 

recorded with David Byrne of The Talking Heads and produced the latest albums from 

Coldplay and U2. In the past he’s collaborated on projects with David Bowie, Devo and 

Laurie Anderson (“Your Questions…”). The company he keeps makes it hard to 

overstate his accolades. 
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Since Eno is simply a well-decorated musician, it’s no surprise that a well-versed 

critic like DeRogatis likes his work. But again, “likes” is a dramatic understatement in 

this instance. DeRogatis has openly admitted his fondness for Eno passes into extreme 

territory. “I have somehow earned the reputation of being the Eno superfan on this show 

and I guess I am,” DeRogatis said when “Sound Opinions” reviewed the Byrne/Eno 2008

album “Everything That Happens Will Happen Today.” Predictably he went on to give 

the record a favorable review, but that alone doesn’t prove anything. To truly show

DeRogatis’s unyielding approval of all things Eno you need to look beyond just mere 

record reviews. 

One such example comes from a popular segment on DeRogatis’s radio show 

called the desert island jukebox. Every so often DeRogatis and co-host Greg Kot will 

take turns selecting a song they can’t live without to the point that they would designate it 

as one of only a handful of songs they’d want available to them if stranded on a desert 

island for eternity. Naturally DeRogatis selected an Eno track to accompany his castaway 

experience. In his three minute explanation of why the Eno track “St. Elmo’s Fire,” 

belonged on his desert island jukebox, DeRogatis used the following praises: 

- By creating new sounds through manipulations he brings listeners to the 

“most wonderful place in the world”

- “Another Green World” is one of my favorite albums of all time.

- Eno’s four albums in the 70s are “pure joy.”

- Eno is incredibly underrated as a singer.

- Eno finds “magic in the studio” (DeRogatis & Kot, 3).
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Those are some pretty lofty words for Eno and DeRogatis manages to make at least one 

of these statements literally within every 30 seconds of the segment. High praise comes 

early and often when you’re Brian Eno. 

Continuing with Eno’s presence in his segments, DeRogatis utilized Eno in a print 

column he does on all-time great albums.  Drawing inspiration from his fellow Sun-

Times critic Roger Ebert, DeRogatis writes a semi-periodical column called “The Great 

Albums,” where he reviews recordings he considers to be among the best of all time 

(therefore these recordings demand you to share them with others).  The title of the 

specific column in that series where he dissects the Eno/John Cale recording “Wrong 

Way Up” is “Rock legends didn’t let discord stand in the way of greatness.” If the words 

“legend” and “greatness” in the title weren’t enough (the also happen four more times in 

the 1,000 word article), DeRogatis’s lead lets you know his feelings right up front. 

“’Wrong Way Up,’ was indeed a brilliant effort: a collection of 10 amazingly beautiful, 

wildly inventive and instantly unforgettable tunes” (DeRogatis, 2). Again, early and 

often praise for Eno is a DeRogatis trend. 

Finally, perhaps the best example of DeRogatis’s unwavering affection for Eno 

does come when he sits down to review anything Eno related. The easiest measuring 

stick would be the reviews done on “Sound Opinions” where DeRogatis and Kot utilize 

their “Buy It-Burn It-Trash It” system of ranking an album (“buy” meaning the album in 

its entirety is worthy of owning, “trash” meaning not much of it is). Here each critic gives 

their own separate score on the album in question. The three latest albums with Eno work 

would be the Byrne/Eno collaboration, Coldplay’s “Vida La Vida” and U2’s “No Line 

On The Horizon.” DeRogatis’s reviews of them: Buy It, Burn It, Buy It (DeRogatis & 
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Kot, 1). Note that in this instance Kot provides all the same scores except for giving U2 

only a Burn It (DeRogatis is higher) and that DeRogatis gives Coldplay a Burn It despite 

him saying during the Byrne/Eno review that, “Eno is not infallible. His work on the 

latest Coldplay album isn’t his best” (DeRogatis & Kot, 4). Even the work that isn’t

Eno’s best is too good to completely trash in DeRogatis’s eyes. 

There are plenty more examples of DeRogatis’s favoritism of Brian Eno (like the 

10 minute “Sound Opinions” interview conducted with the band Clap Your Hands and 

Say Yeah where DeRogatis asks the band about their New Wave influences and then 

talks about Eno with them for three minutes. He drops the line, “I still discover stuff after 

100,000 listens,” during the exchange) (DeRogatis & Kot, 2). But why is it important that 

DeRogatis’s fetish with Eno be documented in the first place? As a critic, he’s paid to 

provide his opinion on an individual musical entity right? While that certainly is the case, 

it would seem like his fascination with Eno may prevent him from objectively reviewing 

anything Eno does without his positive bias. That’s fine because as you can see, 

DeRogatis does everything but explicitly state that when dissecting Eno. The alarming 

thing however, is that this blatant Eno love may be harboring some not so obvious 

resentment towards bands that attempt to produce in the same musical genre as Eno. 

To test this theory, I wanted to first establish what bands performing today are 

most like Brian Eno (be it his solo work, his collaborations with David Byrne or his 

infamous work with The Talking Heads). Rather than doing this subjectively on my own, 

I relied on web sites that generate related artists based on similar sound, other artists that 

people tend to listen to in addition to an Eno entity or both factors. The sites I used were 

Pandora.com (generating related artists by sound), Amazon.com (through other artists 
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listened to) and LastFM.com (both methods). To ensure the bands I focused on were 

really related to Eno, I only used bands that showed up in the first five songs generated 

by Pandora.com, the first ten pages of related artists from Amazon.com or artists that 

received a “high similarity” or more ranking on LastFM.com. 

To narrow it down even further, of these bands I only focused on the one that met 

this criteria and had albums reviewed by DeRogatis and Kot on “Sound Opinions.” That 

led to following list of test subject bands: 

The Killers, Fleet Foxes, Beck, Deerhunter, TV on the Radio, Andrew 

Bird, Kings of Leon, Franz Ferdinand, Santogold, Animal Collective, 

Neko Case and Vampire Weekend (“Customers Who…,” “Similar 

Artists,” and “Brian Eno Radio.”)

I went back to then see how DeRogatis scored these bands (both overall and compared 

with Kot). While it wasn’t the case all the time, DeRogatis did on over 50 percent of the 

occasions score the album lower than Kot did or mutually trash it (on all the other albums 

except one the duo had the same score). The album breakdown went like this 

(DeRogatis’s score first):

Vampire Weekend: D – Trash | K - Burn

The Killers: Both Trash

TV on the Radio: D-Burn | K-Buy

Kings of Leon: D-Trash | K – Burn

Andrew Bird: D-Trash | K-Burn

Santogold: D-Burn | K-Buy (DeRogatis & Kot, 1). 
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Now perhaps Kot has a tendency to give the benefit of the doubt to bands and 

produce favorable reviews, or perhaps the albums DeRogatis dismisses are just generally 

bad recordings. If you look closer at the band DeRogatis most harshly criticizes however, 

you’ll see that his view is certainly out of line with a majority of other popular critics (a 

Pauline Kael-Stanley Kubrick relationship if you will). 

The band that seems to unfairly warrant DeRogatis’s scorn is Vampire Weekend. 

The indie rock quartet from Columbia University has garnered some of DeRogatis’s most 

biting criticism despite receiving the highest of praise from many other major entities. 

Rolling Stone picked their self-titled debut as the tenth best album of 2008 (Christgau). 

Spin declared them the best new band of 2008 in only February, and Vampire Weekend 

became the first band to appear on their cover before officially releasing their debut 

album (Greenwald).  The band was also heavily promoted in the blogosphere. One 

leading music blog, Stereogum, discussed Vampire Weekend so much that their site 

search engine returned 133 entries about them in early February 2009 (“Search 

Results…”). With the band only around for a year at that point, Stereogum wrote about 

them over once in every three days. 

DeRogatis however was not impressed. In the review he wrote for the paper he 

criticizes the band as “calculated,” and dismisses not their music but their style as 

“overarching preppiness.” The review titles itself is also a dig at the group. It’s based on a 

1980 book called “The Official Preppy Handbook” (subtitled “Look Muffy, a book for 

us”) that was a satire on, as DeRogatis calls it, “old-school, deep-pockets, upperclass 

WASP society” (DeRogatis, 3). He says Vampire Weekend would’ve been the perfect 

band to include in a chapter on music. His print campaign against the band continued 
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with a follow-up blog post entitled “Yes, Vampire Weekend still bugs me” (DeRogatis, 

4). 

His “Sound Opinions” thoughts on the band aren’t much different. He gives it the 

Trash It rating and supports that feeling fervently. His quotes on the subject include, “I 

intensely dislike this record, I will never forget it because it’s so obnoxious I can’t get it 

out of my brain,” and straight away, “I hate this record.” He even acknowledges the 

similarity in sound to the Eno influenced Talking Heads (or at least as he views it, 

Vampire Weekend’s attempt to be Talking Heads-esque) but is quick to dismiss it. “They 

try to do a little funk in that very white boy collegiate way that the Talking Heads did”

(DeRogatis & Kot, 5). 

All of this animosity from DeRogatis is despite the fact that Vampire Weekend is 

a modern New Wave band of sorts with similarities to Eno’s work. If you listen to Eno’s 

“St. Elmo’s Fire” versus Vampire Weekend’s “Cape Cod Kwassa Kwassa,” you’ll notice 

each song has a lot of things DeRogatis praises Eno for in his desert island jukebox 

segment. DeRogatis mentions how Eno’s unique approach has characteristics like 

percussion becoming the focal point, melodic instruments becoming background drones 

and everything being tied together through almost rhythmic vocals (DeRogatis, 3). 

Particularly in the solo section of “Cape Cod Kwassa Kwassa,” (2:31 into the song) this 

is exactly what you have going on as bass and drums come to the forefront, keyboard and 

guitar are merely accents and Ezra Koenig’s vocals provide additional rhythmic elements 

(Vampire Weekend). 

Now it’s fair to note that DeRogatis is not as harsh on all the bands listed as 

related to Eno above. He does in fact mutually agree that some of the records are Buy It 
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ones such as the work of Neko Case or Fleet Foxes. However it would seem on many 

modern Eno-esque acts, DeRogatis is found to be harsher than both his “Sound Opinions” 

partner Kot and many other established critics due to his extreme fondness for Eno. 

When reviewing Eno related work, DeRogatis may be biased but it seems all right 

because he’s somewhat transparent. He doesn’t always reiterate the fact that he’s an Eno 

disciple, but he has admitted it and if you’re familiar with enough of his work that 

tendency becomes painfully obvious. 

When dealing with modern bands that aspire to produce New Wave tendencies 

similar to Eno, DeRogatis may have an issue however. These reviews lack the same 

transparency of bias that a DeRogatis Eno review has because I’m not sure DeRogatis 

consciously operates with his Eno bias. In these instances, it’d be easy to dismiss an 

album as worthless after hearing DeRogatis when in fact many others would say there is 

value there. Like I said in the beginning, judging with your heart only cost me $10. For 

music fans who take DeRogatis’s word, it could cost them a whole new and enjoyable 

musical experience. I’m not sure there is a proper solution, but perhaps it’s time to at

least update the “Sound Opinions” ratings scale: Buy It-Burn It-Trash It-It’s An Eno. 
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